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artifactory now natively supports java web applications (war and ear file formats), giving you full control of your java web
application deployment and resolution process. java web applications are most widely used for java, android, and mobile web
applications. with the introduction of java web application support by artifactory, you can create secure and private local java
web application repositories, remote java web applications repositories to proxy remote java resources and cache downloaded

java packages. virtual java web applications give you a single url through which to manage the resolution and deployment of all
your java web applications. the devexpress datatree control is a new tool to create tree-like structures of data. this data tree
control gives you the ability to save data in a table, as well as provide a visualization in a tree control. the tree control can

contain a variety of nodes, which can be expanded and collapsed, plus it can generate links between the nodes. with the new
devexpress datatree control, you can create data tree structures which can be saved as an xml or html file. the files are then

available for integration into your applications. the xml and html files can be configured to be read by the devexpress datatree
control. the devexpress calendar control is a new tool to display and edit appointments and events in a grid view. this control is

particularly useful for managing appointments, tasks and events in the context of your application. the calendar control
provides data about appointments and events, so you can easily add event reminders, view detailed information, change or

delete appointments and modify their properties.
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all asp.net web apps need to use ioc (inversion of control) to resolve dependencies. this includes the use of
dependency injection in asp.net mvc. using an ioc container allows you to configure the service location and

define the service interfaces. asp.net mvc 3 makes it easy for a developer to create an asp.net mvc 3 project.
dbsoft technologies has released dbsoft weblogic 12c 12.1.3 now available. this release provides security

patches and updates for the oracle weblogic server version. there is no data encryption feature in weblogic
12.3. please be aware that it is not guaranteed that all of the fixes will also be available in our free downloads.
sitesys has announced the release of sitesys 5.8.7. this latest version includes numerous new enhancements
and addresses all the bugs that users have reported. the download package available on the sitesys web site

includes the linux 32, linux 64 and windows 32 and windows 64 versions. if you are running windows 7 you can
now upgrade to the latest version of exchange server 2013 and increase your mail performance. this includes

an easy to use wizard, full up-to-date software packages and regular updates. check out the video! this release
adds support for the burrito shell provider and the burrito commonjs module pattern. you can now use these

providers with any tool that calls the commonjs module pattern, such as the webpack or babel-loader. in
addition, this release adds support for the burrito commonjs module pattern and the commonjs esm module

pattern. 5ec8ef588b
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